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2020 election results live cnn

Photo: DenisProduction.com (Shutterstock)First of all, you are by no means obliged to monitor the results of elections that come late into the night. You're not obliged to follow them at all. After you voted, you did your part, and putting in hours of exit polls and live news from cities across Pennsylvania won't help your preferred candidate win. If watching today's
news seems too much and/or evokes memories of 2016, skip it - we probably won't have a winner tonight. Watch the movie instead. But if you're counting the days until the giant red and blue touchscreen maps take over network and cable news again, today's your night. If your plans for this evening involve inadvertently remembering the locations of certain
counties in Florida and Wisconsin, and you can't wait to devour even the slightest morsels of preliminary results, here's how to track election coverage. It's Election Day and maybe if things go as expected, the start of the election month.... Read moreHo way to watch today's election resultsThis should be relatively easy to find election coverage tonight, even if
you don't have a cable. If you have an antenna and can watch your local stations, you'll be able to capture results coming on ABC, CBS, NBC and PBS, although each network will also provide free live streams of their coverage via YouTube. G/O Media can get commission2-Pack: Juku STEAM Coding KitsThose with cable will also have its choice of
networks, including CNN, Fox News, MSNBC and C-SPAN, some of which will also be available through streaming services - although you may need cable login to access them. (FWIW: C-SPAN has the voice of Lifehacker deputy editor Jordan Calhoun, who recently filed his motion to get all your political coverage out of an ever-boring but ultimately excellent
cable channel.) In the meantime, if you'd like to see something that's adjacent to the election that has nothing to do with this year's race, here are 10 election-themed movies to watch instead of real results. The lowest network in your regular TV rotation is also the only place I would ever watch... Read moreWhat do we get the election results? Unless there is a
massive landslide in one direction or another, it is unlikely that we will find a winner of the presidential election tonight - and the same goes for some state-level races. This isn't unusual. As presidential historian Michael Beschloss recently stated on Twitter, we did not know the winner of the presidential race before midnight in 1960, 1968, 1976, 2000, 2004 or
2016. In terms of timing, there are various factors involved, including whether state voting legislation allows postal ballots to be counted before Election Day (more on this here). Similarly, it depends on when polling stations in each state close. According to CNN, the first polls .m close at 6 p.m. So, for In Florida, polling stations close at 7 p.m. They've been
counting postal ballots for weeks, so we can have results there much sooner than states like Pennsylvania, where ballots cast earlier start counting today. Let's get it out of the way first: It's very unlikely we'll find a winner... Read moreWhat every candidate has to do to win? That is the point at which we remind you of the depressing reality of the Electoral
College. Because it's all about the 270-vote race in the Electoral College, special attention - both during the campaigns and tonight - is devoted to a handful of key battle states such as Arizona, Florida, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin (among others). So when we look at potential paths to victory, it's usually based on how a candidate can reach that magic
number of 270. What Trump needs to do to win now, CNN predicts Trump has 125 electoral votes, all but guaranteed. From there, the easiest way for him to secure his reelection bid would be to win Pennsylvania, and one other battle state like Arizona.What Biden needs to do to win CNN has provided no predictions about the number of electoral votes Biden
has (presumably) firmly in his column. But given that he's ahead in the polls - especially in rust belt states that went to Trump in 2016 - the cable network has identified his path to victory as don't mess it up. What if there's a tie? A draw in an election is not questionable. One way this could happen, CNN reports, is if Trump wins Florida, Georgia, Iowa, North
Carolina and Ohio, along with Pennsylvania, Maine's second congressional district and Nebraska's second congressional district. In this situation, both candidates would have 269 electoral votes and members of the House of Representatives elected today would choose the winner, with each state winning the vote. But it's a little more complicated (this
explanation from Brookings goes into detail). Usually five weeks after the presidential election, we focus on the candidates.... Read moreWhat about our mental health? Great question, we've been thinking a lot about one here. Start by inventing an election-related stress plan today. This should at least include a set party (for yourself) and some rules when
you finally ústte, such as setting your phone to Do Not Disturb mode and turning off other notifications. Your common sense is also something you should think about when watching election coverage itself. Dial up your anxiety by strengthening your basic understanding of how things will work tonight, which includes a realistic timeline for announcing the
results, as well as overreading at polling stations or early election numbers. And remember: if at any time while watching election news you decide it's too much, you can and should turn it off. If you're looking for something else to watch, we've already noticed our tips election-themed films. There's also a livestream of polar bears and previous lists we've
compiled to provide you with alternatives to both presidential debates. good luck. We don't know exactly what election night will bring, but it's unlikely to be the same... Read more Influential scientist Professor Neil Ferguson warned that the new variant could be 1.3 times more deadly, according to studies. I don't remember saying in sickness and health oh a
mullets, The Big Bang Theory actor joked on Instagram.Ad•techrepublicThank you for your feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. People are entering a new era. On January 20, 2021, the Kroll Bond Rating Agency (KBRA) assigned the Chicago City Education Board a long-term BBB rating with unlimited general tax liabilities
(reserved revenue), the 2021A series and the 2021B series. Conor McGregor wants his top reel to be like a movie when he returns to the UFC this weekend. McGregor retired several times and then backed away from his decision after becoming the most recognizable and expensive mixed martial arts figure. McGregor was only the third fighter in company
history to become a multiple champion and the first to win two titles simultaneously after adding light gold to the featherweight crown in November 2016.The Senate will come together to vote on President Biden's Cabinet nominations. Advertising•DailyThank physical messages for your feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. There
are probably many more uses for quantum computers that no one has ever thought through. The impeachment process for Donald Trump over his role in inciting violent unrest in the Capitol could begin as early as next week in the Senate, according to Democrats. U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi will send an impeachment article to the Senate on Monday
against Mr. Trump, triggering the process. Under current rules, the trial of Mr. Trump could begin on Tuesday after an article on impeachment is sent to the Senate. (Bloomberg) - South Africa's main stock index fell 0.3 percent on Friday as renewed investor concerns about the coronavirus weakened appetite for risky assets and caused a pause in the global
stock rally. The FTSE/JSE Africa All Share Index retreated from Thursday's record high, narrowing its advance to 0.7 percent from Monday. The benchmark still extended its series of weekly gains to four, the longest in eight months. Diversified global mining giants BHP Group Plc and Anglo American Plc weighed the heaviest on the market as most metal
prices fell in risk sentiment. Both shares were down 1.4 percent. Bank shares dragged the benchmark lower as the rand fell along with other emerging market currencies, a day after the South African central bank left its key lending rate unchanged. Standard Bank Group Ltd. fell 3.2%, Nedbank Group Ltd. by 3.2% and Absa Group Ltd. fell 2.9%. The sector
index slumped the most decrease of 2.7%. Price Group Ltd. gained 1.5% in a positive response to the retailer's trading update. The South African general retailers' index was 0.5 per cent higher. Global technology investor and benchmark behemoth Naspers Ltd. gave the best share of the overall market as it climbed 1.8 percent to a record high as partially
owned Chinese internet giant Tencent Holdings Ltd. climbed to a new high for a third day in Hong Kong. Prosus NV, which owns Naspers' 31% stake in Tencent, gained 3.3%. The main index was also boosted by global luxury equipment retailer Richemont, which gained 2.2 per cent at the end of the week, when it reported a surge in Chinese sales. Want
more news in this market? Click here to view the curatorial channel of the first words of the Action News from Bloomberg and select sources. You can customize it for your preferences by clicking Actions on the toolbar or by clicking help. For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comPresite now to stay ahead with the most trusted source of business
news.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.After a deep clean, filming on Emmerdale will resume next week. Coronation Street's changes to storylines after the pandemic mean the team decided to take a two-week break to rewrite storylines and work to improve safety and protocols for employees. Advertising•Give you feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary
changes. Tight spreads, high leverage, powerful platform - your device for sneering forex market Hood, nails, hair ... Kvika banki hf. (Kvika or the bank) completed the acquisition of 80 % of all Netgíró hf shares. (Netgíró) from Alva Capital ehf., following the signing of the letter of intent of the acquisition, which was notified on 16 December 2003, the
Commission informed The Netherlands that it had received a letter of intent from the Commission. The bank, which previously held a stake of almost 20 % in Netgíró, will now be the sole owner of the company. The acquisition of Netgíró is in line with Kvika's policy to use technological solutions to modernize financial services. Netgíró developed an advanced
credit rating system and offered its customers the services to buy now pay later. Kvika has previously successfully launched its fintech services app Auður. Kvika has worked effectively with Netgíró in recent years, including financing the company's loan portfolio. The acquisition allows the bank to further expand this cooperation, increase the efficiency and
cost-effectiveness of both companies. Netgíró currently has almost 3 000 points of sale in Iceland and almost 50 000 retail customers. Kvika will publish its revenue forecast for 2021 on 28 January. This year's results are expected to have a positive impact on netgíró's acquisition, increasingly in the coming years. Marinó Örn Tryggvason, CEO of Kvika:
Iceland's financial system is changing and competition is increasing. Kvika plans to use the latest technological solutions to serve Customers. With the acquisition of netgíró, the Bank is well placed to expand its financing consumer purchases. At the same time, the use of netgíró infrastructure to expand the company's services offers great opportunities. Skorri
Rafn Rafnsson, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Alva Capital ehf.: This is a positive milestone for Netgíró, which is strengthening its position with this step. Furthermore, the acquisition by Kvika demonstrates the devoted and successful efforts of exceptional netgiró employees since the company was founded. I wish Netgíró all the best in the years to
come. Rémy Julienne was behind dozens of memorable film stuntmen in six James Bond films and also worked as Michael Caine's stunt double in Italian JobAd•futurismtechstoryThank for your feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. State researchers in China have recently developed a quantum computer system that is reportedly
10 billion times faster than Google's Sycamore machine. The industrial village of Les Arcs Film Festival, one of many events that have turned virtual due to the pandemic, has unveiled its award-winning projects, including Delphine Girard's Lively Lively, Damien Manivel's Magdala and Sabine Ehrl's Bleeding Paradise. The event has stellar results in terms of
unveiling projects that go to [...] Murray was unable to solve the quarantine problem. A military but magical collection to brighten up our moodAd•enchantchinaIf for your feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. China doesn't just have unicorns. He's got decacorn. Fears of recession in the UK are growing as activity slumps in the Covid-
19 lockout sector The services sector has been hit hard by store and restaurant closures as production suffers too* Coronavirus - latest updates* Check out all our coronavirus information The Bet on coronavirusGoogle X was to use balloons to reach a greater percentage of unact connected people, mostly in rural areas. The technology worked by getting
internet-connected balloons into the stratosphere and serving as an opportunity for local telecommunications companies to reach more customers with internet access instead of having to spend the hundreds of millions of dollars needed to build a physical internet backbone to reach a relatively small number of people in each remote area. In Africa, Loon's
experiment took place in Kenya in collaboration with Telkom Kenya, Kenya's third-largest mobile network. The singer says the pandemic has made it challenging for any kind of dating or meeting peopleAd•Sci Tech ProfitThank makes you for your feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. As automation and optimization become
mainstream, the quantum computing tool increases. The electric model undergoes the final stages of development. When Joe Biden is a great hope for global change, it's hard to feel too optimistic. It's probably the most wanted role in cinema, but who's going to be next to James Bond? Bond?
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